
errors. Uncertainties in the argon abundance

and the cold-trapping constraint applied in the

tropopause region also contributed to the errors

in the estimated CH
4

mole fraction. The use

of the pure rotational lines of CH
4

in the far-

infrared (fig. S2B) eliminates many of these

ambiguities. The line-formation region is in

the stratosphere between 3 and 20 mbar (140 to

80 km altitude), which mostly lies between the

two regions accessible to direct-temperature

sounding, the upper troposphere and tropopause

region between 500 and 50 mbar (20 to 60 km),

and the upper stratosphere between 5 and

0.5 mbar (130 to 230 km). Nevertheless, in-

terpolation between the two altitude ranges

constrains the temperatures sufficiently to make

an improved determination of the stratospheric

CH
4

abundance. The optically thick n
4

band is

not too sensitive to the CH
4

abundance, but is

more sensitive to the stratospheric temper-

atures, because it is on the Wien tail of the

Planck function. The rotational lines are almost

optically thin, and therefore they are more sen-

sitive to the stratospheric CH
4

abundance but

less sensitive to temperature, because they lie

at wave numbers below those at the peak emis-

sion (fig. S1) (30). Figure S4 illustrates fits for

synthetic spectra with different CH
4

mole frac-

tions. The best fit in a least-squares sense to

all the rotational lines corresponds to a mole

fraction of (1.6 T 0.5) � 10j2. This is compa-

rable to the mole fraction determined at 1000-

to 1200-km altitude from remote-sensing and

in situ measurements (table S1), indicating that

CH
4

is fairly well mixed up to these altitudes.

In addition to containing CH
4
, the far-

infrared contains rotational lines of stratospher-

ic emission from CO and HCN (fig. S2A).

The rotational line-formation region of CO is

similar to that of CH
4
. We find from a least-

squares fit of all the lines observed in indepen-

dent selections of spectra from the T0 and TB

flybys that the CO mole fraction is (4.5 T 1.5) �
10j5, assuming that it is uniform with altitude

(31). This is consistent with the determination

E(5.0 T 1.0) � 10j5^ by Gurwell and Muhleman

(32), and marginally consistent with what

Hidayat et al. (33) inferred below the 1-mbar

level from disk-averaged heterodyne millime-

ter observations E(2.5 T 0.5) � 10j5^. Within

the errors, it is also consistent with the tropo-

spheric value E(3.2 T 1.0) � 10j5^ derived from

5-mm spectra (34), although one cannot rule out

that the stratosphere has a higher concentration.

One might expect the mole fractions of CO in

the stratosphere and troposphere to be more or

less equal, because CO does not condense at

the temperatures and abundances observed, and

the time constant for photochemical adjustment

under current conditions is È109 years (4).
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R E P O R T

The Cassini UVIS Stellar Probe of the
Titan Atmosphere

Donald E. Shemansky,1* A. Ian F. Stewart,2 Robert A. West,3 Larry W. Esposito,2 Janet T. Hallett,1 Xianming Liu1

The Cassini Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer (UVIS) observed the extinction of
photons from two stars by the atmosphere of Titan during the Titan flyby. Six
species were identified and measured: methane, acetylene, ethylene, ethane,
diacetylene, and hydrogen cyanide. The observations cover altitudes from 450 to
1600 kilometers above the surface. A mesopause is inferred from extraction of the
temperature structure of methane, located at 615 km with a temperature minimum
of 114 kelvin. The asymptotic kinetic temperature at the top of the atmosphere
determined from this experiment is 151 kelvin. The higher order hydrocarbons and
hydrogen cyanide peak sharply in abundance and are undetectable below altitudes
ranging from 750 to 600 km, leaving methane as the only identifiable carbonaceous
molecule in this experiment below 600 km.

On 13 December 2004, the Cassini UVIS

observed the occultation of two stars, Shaula

(l Sco) and Spica (a Vir) near the end of the

second Titan flyby (labeled T
B
). Both mea-

surements of atmospheric transmission were

obtained in egress: Spica was in the northern

hemisphere over a range of latitudes and

Shaula at a southern latitude, –36- (fig. S1).

Observations were made with the extreme

ultraviolet (EUV) and the far ultraviolet

(FUV) UVIS channels (1). Data from Spica

were compromised by spacecraft pointing drift

but provide useful comparative atmospheric

structural information at lower altitudes (2).

The spectral range of the FUV observations

(110 nm to 190 nm) is effective for the

identification and determination of the hydro-

carbon species abundances. These complement

and extend solar occultation results from

Voyager 1 and 2 in 1980 to 1981 (3, 4) into

the range 900 to 1200 km for CH
4
. Our data
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cover altitudes of 450 to 1600 km, showing

the presence of a mesopause at 615 km. The

distribution of higher order hydrocarbons and

HCN in the results reported here shows a

distinct divergence from inferences in the

recent reanalysis (4) of the Voyager data.

We begin the description of the properties

of the photon transmission at low altitudes,

where the stellar photons are first detected in

egress. Although the Spica results were

affected by pointing drift at high altitude, a

useful comparison can be made with Shaula at

low altitudes (2), where transmission proper-

ties of species, other than the N
2
, hydro-

carbons, and HCN identified here, determine

the observed photon flux. In the spectral

region 180 to 190 nm defined as c (2), ex-

tinction by the carbonaceous species (and N
2
)

considered here is negligible. The Spica oc-

cultation occurred in the northern hemisphere

over a latitude range of 70- to –30-, whereas

Shaula occurred at a nearly constant –36-
latitude (fig. S1). Measurable signal begins

(first light) in c at 293 km in Shaula data and

279 km in Spica (fig. S2). The extinction of

radiation in region c below 300 km and ex-

tending to below 200 km is attributed to spe-

cies other than those identified in the UVIS

spectra. The altitude difference (14 km) in

first light between Shaula and Spica is

attributed to global nonuniformity in atmo-

spheric structure, because the asymptotic scale

heights in the two data sets differ by 50%

(11.1 and 7.5 km), with extinction a factor of

4 to 5 deeper for Shaula compared with Spica

at 360 km (fig. S2), whereas the transmission

curves match almost exactly above 500 km.

The species in this region of the atmosphere

do not have an identified spectral signature but

are important components affecting the ther-

mal and dynamic structure (5, 6) that con-

stitutes a major target of the Cassini Program.

Aerosols are probably responsible for the ex-

tinction in this region. The narrow feature at

510 km in the Shaula profile may be the scatter-

ing haze seen in reflected sunlight in the Cassini

Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) (7). The data

analyzed here are composed of sets of five

contiguous exposure records that contain the

spectral signals integrated over intervals of

approximately 20 km of vertical atmospheric

structure. The effective impact parameter al-

titude for analysis of each group of five mea-

surements is determined by weighting against

the estimated atmospheric scale height. The min-

imum scale height in the CH
4

data is È40 km.

The reduction process to obtain species

line-of-sight (LOS) abundances, by necessity,

was carried out by simulation of the instrument

response to modeled spectra, because of sub-

stantial internal scattering effects in the

combined optical and detector system. The

absorption structures of the six species recog-

nized in the data have distinctive spectral

shapes, but they are heavily overlapped. The

data-reduction process was therefore carried

out by iterative fitting of each of the observed

absorption spectra by forward synthesis (2).

Figure 1 shows the derived altitude distribution

of abundance (molecules cm–2). Uncertain-

ties in the derived values, including a large

component attributed to problems with the

experimental cross sections of the higher hy-

drocarbons and HCN discussed in the supple-

mentary online materials (2), are shown in Fig. 1.

The photoabsorption cross sections (8–20)

used here are the most recently available. The

absorption spectra allow measurement of six

species in the Titan upper atmosphere: CH
4
,

C
2
H

2
, C

2
H

4
, C

2
H

6
, HCN, and C

4
H

2
(methane,

acetylene, ethylene, ethane, hydrogen cyanide,

and diacetylene) (Fig. 1).

The most important properties of the de-

rived abundances from the present experiment

plotted in Fig. 1 are the presence of a distinct

change in slope in all of the species near 800

km altitude and the sudden leveling off of the

LOS abundances of the higher hydrocarbons

and HCN below 750 and 600 km. Model cal-

culations fitting the CH
4

abundance data are

shown plotted over the data in Fig. 1. The

model fit to the data provides an extraction of

the density, fundamental scale height, and

temperature profiles of this species. This

detailed model calculation, described below,

was limited to CH
4

in the present work. The

leveling off in the abundances of the higher

order hydrocarbons and HCN below 750 and

600 km is an indicator that these species are

not measurably present below these altitudes.

The latter result is strongly divergent from the

recent reanalysis of the Voyager solar occul-

tation (4). The observed changes in the profiles

of the higher order hydrocarbon and HCN dis-

tribution indicate that these species are subject

to strong photochemical source-and-sink pro-

cesses. Figure 1 includes abundance values for

CH
4

from the Voyager experiment (4) and cal-

culated LOS values from the Cassini Ion Neutral

Mass Spectrometer (INMS) experiment inbound

density measurements from the first Titan flyby

(labeled T
A

) provided by Yelle (21).

We obtain values of species number den-

sities from the abundances shown in Fig. 1 by

assuming that the atmosphere is hemispheri-

cally uniform, because the observations are

intrinsically an integration along the LOS

through the extent of the atmosphere. The

derivation of the density, scale height, and

temperature distribution of CH
4

is obtained

assuming a hydrostatic atmosphere. The trans-

mission of the stellar flux through the atmo-

sphere is developed through the relations

ln
In

I0
n

� �
0 j2

Z ‘

0

knd‘ ð1Þ

kn 0 snnð‘Þ ð2Þ

tn 0 kn‘̄‘ ð3Þ

h 0 n̄nð‘Þ‘̄‘ ð4Þ

where ‘ (cm) is location along the path of the

flux through the atmosphere, k
v

is the

absorption coefficient (cm–1), t
v

is optical

depth, n(‘) (cm–3) is gas number density, s
v

(cm2) is the scattering or absorption cross

section, In
0 is the incident differential stellar

flux, and In is the emergent differential flux

observed by the spectrograph. The quantity

h
i
(h) (cm–2) is the abundance for species i,

and the bar quantities are effective values.

We based our analysis on the quantity In/In
0

so that no absolute values of stellar flux are

required. An example of a ln(In/In
0) spectrum

containing observed data compared with the

model simulation used to extract absorber
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Fig. 1. Derived abun-
dances of hydrocarbon
species and HCN iden-
tified in the UVIS oc-
cultation of Shaula at
Titan flyby TB. The data
are plotted in base
10 logarithm of abun-
dance (cm–2) against
line-of-sight impact
parameter h. A model
fit to the CH4 data is
shown superimposed,
which has allowed
derivation of tempera-
ture, scale height dis-
tribution, and number
density as functions of
altitude. The calcu-
lated abundance of CH4 derived from the INMS data (21) from flyby TA (fig. S1) is also included.
The Vervack et al. (4) derivation of CH4 abundance from the Voyager encounter is also plotted,
indicating close conformance with the INMS-derived values (21).
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abundances, h
i
(h), is shown in Fig. 2. Re-

ducing the values of h
i
(h) to atmospheric

vertical density distribution requires, effec-

tively, differentiation of h
i
(h) as a function of

LOS impact parameter, h, the minimum

vertical altitude in the atmosphere. Direct

differentiation of h
i
(h) is not practical, and in

practice the density must be derived through

an iterative forward-modeling process. The

fundamental equation connecting pressure P

and mass density r
i
(h) at altitude h is

dP 0 jgrdh ð5Þ

dP

P
0 j

1

HðhÞ dh ð6Þ

HðhÞ 0 kTðhÞ
m̄mðhÞgðhÞ ð7Þ

riðhÞ 0 niðhÞmiðhÞ ð8Þ

where H is scale height, and g(h), m(h), and

T(h) (gravitational acceleration, effective mass,

and temperature, respectively) are altitude-

dependent quantities, as indicated. The number

density n
i
(h) is obtained from

riðhÞ0
riðh0ÞTðh0Þ

TðhÞ exp

Z h

h0

j
m̄mðhÞ

k

gðhÞdh

TðhÞ

� �

ð9Þ

n
i
(h) must then be derived from h

i
(h) through

the relation

hðhÞ 0 2:

Z ‘

0

nð‘; hÞd‘ ð10Þ

These equations relate to a hydrostatic atmo-

sphere and for this reason are limited in ap-

plicability to the globally nonuniform Titan

atmosphere. If the atmosphere is not simple,

as is the case for Titan, Eq. 10 must be solved

iteratively on the distribution of h
i
(h) to

extract n
i
(h), m(h), T(h), and ultimately H(h)

Eg(h) is, of course, a known quantity^. The

quantity m(h) has a complex dependence on

atmospheric dynamics in this case (22), but

there are constraints that limit behavior. Low in

the atmosphere, it is safe to assume a fully

mixed structure, so m(h¡) is fixed to the

value 28 atomic mass units (amu), determined

by the dominant N
2

component. It is this fac-

tor that constrains T(h) for CH
4

in our analysis

at altitudes up to 700 km. The derived tem-

perature and scale height distribution for CH
4

is given in Fig. 3. Solutions to higher altitude

then involve a collision frequency and bulk

motion (diffusion) dependent transition to the

asymptotic diffusive-separation value of m(h) 0
16 amu for CH

4
. The departure from a mixed

to diffusively separated atmosphere is indi-

cated in Fig. 3 in the plot of the inferred N
2

scale height profile, shown as open triangles

above 800 km, to be compared to the closed

triangles. This result does not coincide with

the analysis of the Cassini INMS experiment

(23) but does agree approximately with recent

model calculations (24–26).

The atmospheric kinetic temperature ex-

tracted from the derived CH
4

abundance de-

clines rapidly with increasing altitude from

173 K at 450 km to 114 K at 615 km and rises

at higher altitudes to 151 K at the top of the

atmosphere. The location of the minimum

temperature coincides approximately with the

location of maximum abundance of HCN and

the higher order hydrocarbons and marks the

location of maximum infrared radiative

cooling to space (Fig. 1). The kinetic temper-

ature at the top of the atmosphere is, within 5%,

in agreement with the results of the in situ

Cassini INMS (23) (149 K) at the first Cassini

encounter (T
A

). Above 1200 km, the scale

height depends on altitude according to the var-

iation in g(h), with constant m(hd) 0 16 amu

and kinetic temperature rising from 148 K

to a terminal 151 K. The modeled values of

CH
4

abundance shown in Fig. 1 are based on

the iteratively determined CH
4

scale heights

and temperatures given in Fig. 3. The sharp

decline in temperature from an altitude of

450 km to 615 km required to fit the Shaula

CH
4

abundance distribution has a temperature

lapse rate of –1 K/km at 450 km and a mean

of –0.37 K/km to the mesopause (for Earth,

–6 K/km between stratopause and meso-

pause), compared with a predicted adiabatic

lapse of –0.94 K/km. Figure 3 includes a plot

of the Voyager results from the radio occulta-

tion (27) measurements showing the derived

lower atmosphere temperature structure from

ground level to 200 km, leaving a gap between

200 km and 450 km with the present results.

The Yelle et al. (28) recommended and min-

imum engineering models of vertical temper-

ature distribution are also shown in Fig. 3.

The solution of Eq. 10, confined by the

abundance values derived from the observa-

tions, to obtain the temperature and scale

height profiles proceeds through the integra-

Fig. 2. Example of
observed Shaula trans-
mission spectrum from
the Cassini UVIS FUV
spectrograph, compared
with a model synthesis
of the absorbers CH4,
C2H2, C2H4, C2H6,
HCN, and C4H2 at
weighted mean im-
pact parameter h 0
868.4 km. Abundance
values of the absorb-
ers (cm–2) are given. A
distinct deficiency in
the fit to the observed
transmission spectrum
appears at 144.5 nm
and 164.5 nm, identi-
fied as Rydberg resonances in C4H2. The experimental data for C4H2 are saturated in these features
and cannot reproduce the observed spectrum at these locations. At deeper locations in the atmo-
sphere, modeled C2H2 resonances that are satisfactory in the spectrum shown here are no longer
adequate because of temperature dependence in the absorption properties. Structure near the H Lya
line in the stellar spectra is caused by the dominance of internal instrumental scattering where the
stellar flux is negligible.
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Fig. 3. Scale height (H)
and temperature (T) de-
rived for CH4 from a
model fit to the UVIS
FUV abundance data
shown in Fig. 1. The
inferred scale height for
N2 is shown, indicat-
ing the location of de-
parture from a mixed
atmosphere in this anal-
ysis. The Voyager radio
occultation results (27),
giving temperature distri-
bution from 0 to 200 km,
are included for com-
parison, along with the
Yelle et al. (28) recom-
mended and minimum engineering models. The recommended model (28) is based on the original
analysis of the Voyager Titan occultation, which reported a top-of-atmosphere temperature of
178 K.
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tion of Eq. 9, directly provides an extraction

of the species density distribution. The

densities for CH
4

obtained in this way are

shown in Fig. 4. The densities of the remaining

species are estimated by rough approximation

to the modeling process described here for

CH
4
. The densities at selected altitudes for the

measured species, compared with recent

model calculations (24), are shown in Table 1.

The analysis from the Vervack et al. (4, 29)

work on the Voyager encounter data is in-

cluded in Fig. 4. A model fit to the INMS (23)

data, beginning at 1174 km, is also shown in

Fig. 4, extended through the post-T
A

model

calculations by Yelle (21). The INMS (23)

densities fall below the present values by a

factor of 2 at 1200 km. Important aspects of the

comparison of these results are that the INMS-

Yelle CH
4

densities parallel the present values

above 1200 km (which indicates both to be dif-

fusively separated distributions at essentially

the same temperature) and that below 1200 km,

the Vervack et al. and INMS-Yelle results

show smaller CH
4

scale heights than the

present work (Fig. 4). This trend is consistent

with the high-altitude transition to a mixed

atmosphere in the former inferred isothermal

structure, compared with the downwardly de-

creasing temperature in the present results with

a significantly lower homopause. It is plausible

that these differences are driven by atmospher-

ic dynamics (30, 31), because the Voyager and

INMS observations were obtained across the

terminator and the UVIS LOS was primarily in

the dark southern hemisphere atmosphere (fig.

S1). We regard this difference as probably

driven by global nonuniformity in atmospheric

structure rather than reflecting actual dif-

ferences in data extraction in the two experi-

ments, but there is certainly room for error on

either side of this issue. The Voyager ingress

and egress results straddle Shaula at 900 km

(Fig. 4). Model (24) calculations agree within

uncertainty with our determination of CH
4

density at the lower altitudes, but the model

shows a trend (Fig. 4 and Table 1) from low to

high altitude consistent with differences in

applied temperature structure. In contrast, our

data show greater densities than the model (24)

for the higher hydrocarbons and HCN by

factors of at least 2 (Table 1). The consistently

larger derived densities for all of these species

suggest that the differences are physically real.

The Cassini UVIS data also imply that the

lower atmosphere is layered (Fig. 1) in the

higher order hydrocarbons and HCN. Below

600 km, the density of these species drops pre-

cipitously to undetectable levels, to mixing ra-

tios four to six orders of magnitude below that of

CH
4
. This result is in strong disagreement with

inferred measured densities of higher order hy-

drocarbons and HCN from the Voyager exper-

iment (4) below 600 km. The implied lack of

efficient radiators below 600 km provides a pri-

mary reason for the rise in the derived kinetic

temperature below 615 km shown in Fig. 1.

This structure is different from that implied

in photochemical models of the Titan atmo-

sphere, in large part because atmospheric hazes

are the least understood components of the

Titan atmosphere. No published models to date

directly address the thermal, radiative, and

collisional accommodation properties of the

haze in constraining the atmospheric thermal

structure (24, 26, 32).

The UVIS occultation experiment at the

Titan T
B

flyby thus shows the presence of a

mesopause with a relatively deep minimum in

temperature in the dark south latitude atmo-

sphere. The inference is that this is a structure

similar to Earth_s mesopause, where the effect

of radiative cooling in reducing atmospheric

temperature is balanced by the downward

flow of heat from the thermosphere. Normaliz-

ing to the density of N
2

established at 1174 km

by the INMS experiment, our predicted den-

sity of N
2

at 615 km using the UVIS tempera-

ture profile is 4 � 1013 cm–3. This is a high

value, and it remains to be seen whether this

is compatible with the density profile from the

surface up to 200 km determined by the

Voyager radio occultation or whether atmo-

spheric dynamics seriously affects vertical dis-

tribution in local time (30, 31). Sicardy et al.

(31) report the presence of a strong 200 m s–1

jet at northern latitudes, tapering to zero in

south latitudes, and a well-confined inversion

layer with a temperature increase of more

than 15 K in a span of 6 km near 510 km, in

ground-based stellar occultation observations

spanning the altitude range 250 to 550 km. A

layer of the reported subscale height size (31)

would be attenuated in the UVIS T
B

experi-

Fig. 4. The density
distribution of CH4 de-
rived from the reduc-
tion of the UVIS Shaula
occultation data is com-
pared with the INMS
(21) inbound values
and the ingress-egress
extraction by Vervack
et al. (4, 29) from the
Voyager occultation.
The CH4 densities in
the Wilson and Atreya
(24) model are also
plotted at selected
altitudes. (See Table 1.)
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Table 1. Derived species densities at selected altitudes from the Cassini UVIS experiment compared with
model calculations by Wilson and Atreya (24).

Altitude (km) Number density (cm–3)

h CH4* C2H2. C2H4. C2H6. C4H2. HCN.

454
- 5.5 � 1012 ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬

` 5.5 � 1012 3.6 � 109 1.3 � 108 6.0 � 109 4.9 � 106 7.4 � 108

500
- 2.5 � 1012 ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬

` 2.2 � 1012 1.8 � 109 1.4 � 108 2.7 � 109 6.9 � 106 4.1 � 108

615
- 1.6 � 1011 1.4 � 109 ¬ ¬ ¬ 3.1 � 108

` 1.7 � 1011 3.2 � 108 1.2 � 108 3.6 � 108 6.5 � 106 1.0 � 108

707
- 2.1 � 1010 3.9 � 108 ¬ 2.8 � 108 ¬ 3.3 � 108

` 2.6 � 1010 9.9 � 107 8.5 � 107 1.1 � 108 2.4 � 106 4.3 � 107

753
- 1.0 � 1010 P P 2.2 � 108 1.4 � 107 2.1 � 108

` 1.1 � 1010 5.9 � 107 7.1 � 107 6.7 � 107 1.4 � 106 3.0 � 107

845
- 2.4 � 109 1.7 � 108 6.9 � 107 6.8 � 107 9.7 � 106 5.3 � 107

` 2.7 � 109 2.3 � 107 4.1 � 107 2.3 � 107 4.0 � 105 1.7 � 107

914
- 9.6 � 108 5.1 � 107 4.6 � 107 4.1 � 107 9.4 � 106 4.1 � 107

` 1.2 � 109 1.2 � 107 2.3 � 107 9.0 � 106 1.4 � 105 1.1 � 107

1006
- 3.3 � 108 2.0 � 107 2.5 � 107 2.6 � 107 4.3 � 106 3.2 � 107

` 4.5 � 108 4.5 � 106 8.8 � 106 2.4 � 106 3.5 � 104 5.4 � 106

1213
- 4.3 � 107 ¬ P ¬ ¬ ¬

` 8.0 � 107 4.9 � 105 8.0 � 105 1.4 � 105 9.5 � 102 6.2 � 105

1350
- 8.3 � 107 ¬ 9.3 � 106 ¬ ¬ ¬

` 3.0 � 107 1.2 � 105 1.7 � 105 2.6 � 104 7.3 � 102 1.4 � 105

1397
- 1.3 � 107 ¬ P ¬ ¬ ¬

` 2.2 � 107 7.2 � 104 1.0 � 105 1.5 � 104 3.1 � 102 8.3 � 104

*UVIS values estimated uncertainty G T20%. .UVIS values column systematic uncertainties as large as 100%. Point-
to-point uncertainties È30%. -UVIS data values. `Wilson and Atreya model (24). ¬Densities too low to
measure. PDensities not calculated.
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ment. It is clear that the atmosphere in the

range up to 600 km is a very complex system

that will have to be examined over latitude

and season to be understood.
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Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer Results
from the First Flyby of Titan

J. Hunter Waite Jr.,1 Hasso Niemann,2 Roger V. Yelle,3 Wayne T. Kasprzak,2 Thomas E. Cravens,4 Janet G. Luhmann,5
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The Cassini Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) has obtained the first in situ
composition measurements of the neutral densities of molecular nitrogen, methane,
molecular hydrogen, argon, and a host of stable carbon-nitrile compounds in Titan’s
upper atmosphere. INMS in situ mass spectrometry has also provided evidence for
atmospheric waves in the upper atmosphere and the first direct measurements of
isotopes of nitrogen, carbon, and argon, which reveal interesting clues about the evo-
lution of the atmosphere. The bulk composition and thermal structure of the moon’s
upper atmosphere do not appear to have changed considerably since the Voyager 1
flyby.

This Report documents neutral composition

measurements made with the INMS during the

first low-altitude pass through Titan_s upper

atmosphere by the Cassini-Huygens space-

craft on 26 October 2004. During the T15 min

before and after its closest approach, INMS

acquired a rich data set of information on

Titan_s atmospheric composition and structure

covering an altitude range from 3000 to 1174

km. The closest approach occurred at 38.774-
latitude, 88.45- west longitude at a solar local

time of 16.753 hours. The highest priority ob-

jective of the Cassini orbiter during the first

flyby was to measure the densities of the major

atmospheric constituents N
2

and CH
4

and the

inferred thermal structure between 1174 and

2000 km, because these data were important

in planning the Huygens probe insertion and

subsequent Cassini orbiter flybys. However,

these measurements and subsequent analysis

yielded substantial scientific results, including

(i) the existence of large-amplitude (È10 K)

and large–spatial scale (È180 km) atmospher-

ic waves between 1100 and 1500 km, (ii) the

identification of a suite of carbon-nitrile com-

pounds at higher altitudes than anticipated

(È1200 km), and (iii) the determination of the

isotopic ratios of nitrogen in N
2
, carbon in

CH
4
, and the abundance of 40Ar as well as an

upper limit for the mixing ratio of 36Ar. We

begin with a brief description of the instru-

ment, then present the data set, and finish

with a discussion of the major results enu-

merated above.

INMS is a dual–ion source quadrapole mass

spectrometer covering the mass range of 0.5 to

8.5 and 11.5 to 99.5 daltons (1, 2). The dual-

source design combines classic closed and

open ionization source configurations designed

to measure inert species and reactive species

and ions, respectively. The primary data re-

ported in this paper were obtained with the

closed source, which is designed to measure

nonreactive atmospheric gases. In the closed

source, the neutral gas flows into a spherical

antechamber where it thermally accommo-

dates with the walls of the antechamber before

flowing through a transfer tube to an electron

ionization source; there, the gas is ionized by

an electron impact at 70 eV. The high flyby

velocity of the Cassini spacecraft with re-

spect to Titan (È6 km sj1) produces a dynam-

ic pressure enhancement in the antechamber,

which increases sensitivity (1, 2). Reactive

species are not measured in this configuration.

Ionization of the primary constituents N
2

and CH
4

by the electron ionization source

produced not only the primary ions N
2
þ and

CH
4
þ but also dissociative fragments (over-
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